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A Dictionary of Philosophy of Religion
The Oxford Handbook of John Henry Newman
Subject Index of the Modern Works Added to the Library of the British Museum in the Years 1881-1900
George Washington University Bulletin
A Dictionary of Philosophy of Religion is an indispensable resource for students and scholars. Covering historical and contemporary figures, arguments, and
terms, it offers an overview of the vital themes that make philosophy of religion the growing, vigorous field that it is today. It covers world religions and
sources from east and west. Entries have been crafted for clarity, succinctness, and engagement. Named a Choice Outstanding Academic Title (2011).

Appletons' Annual Cyclopedia and Register of Important Events
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Essay on the Common Features which Appear in All Forms of Religious Belief
Theological essays: The moral significance of atheism. The atheistic explanation of religion. Science and theism. Popular pantheism.
What is revelation. The historical problems of the fourth Gospel. The Incarnation and principles of evidence. M. Renan's 'Christ.' M.
Renan's 'St. Paul.' The hard church. Romanism, Protestantism, and Anglicanism
Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics: A-Art
Every Saturday for a number of years, Christopher Howse has written in The Daily Telegraph a column under the title Sacred Mysteries. This replaced the
old Meditation column written by Edward Norman. Howse's articles are invariably sparked off by some current event but his ruminations are always
profound, wise, quirky and well informed. His column demonstrates the very best in religious writing in the sense that his thoughts are spiritual; but also
communicate to people who never darken the doors of a church. Christopher Howse's weekly dose of spiritual wisdom has been deeply appreciated by
countless readers of The Daily Telegraph. This book is published at their insistence.

A Short History of Freethought, Ancient and Modern
Class List
Sacred Mysteries
Class List
The Best Books: Class A, Theology. B, Mythology and folklore. C, Philosophy. 1910
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The Publishers Weekly
The Unitarian Review
Primary Facts in Religious Thought
The Shield of faith
Subject Index of the Modern Works Added to the British Museum Library
The Unknown God
American Book Publishing Record
A Dictionary of Philosophy of Religion, Second Edition
Why I Am Not a Christian
Christian Philosophy, God
Current debate about religion seems to be going nowhere. Atheists persist with their arguments, many plausible and some unanswerable, but they make no
impact on believers. Defenders of religion find atheists equally unwilling to cede ground. Noting that religion is not what atheists think it is, Tim Crane
offers a way out of this stalemate.
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The Unitarian Review
Dedicated as few men have been to the life of reason, Bertrand Russell has always been concerned with the basic questions to which religion also addresses
itself -- questions about man's place in the universe and the nature of the good life, questions that involve life after death, morality, freedom, education, and
sexual ethics. He brings to his treatment of these questions the same courage, scrupulous logic, and lofty wisdom for which his other work as philosopher,
writer, and teacher has been famous. These qualities make the essays included in this book perhaps the most graceful and moving presentation of the
freethinker's position since the days of Hume and Voltaire. "I am as firmly convinced that religions do harm as I am that they are untrue," Russell declares
in his Preface, and his reasoned opposition to any system or dogma which he feels may shackle man's mind runs through all the essays in this book, whether
they were written as early as 1899 or as late as 1954. The book has been edited, with Lord Russell's full approval and cooperation, by Professor Paul
Edwards of the Philosophy Department of New York University. In an Appendix, Professor Edwards contributes a full account of the highly controversial
"Bertrand Russell Case" of 1940, in which Russell was judicially declared "unfit" to teach philosophy at the College of the City of New York. Whether the
reader shares or rejects Bertrand Russell's views, he will find this book an invigorating challenge to set notions, a masterly statement of a philosophical
position, and a pure joy to read.

The British National Bibliography
Liberal Review
For thousands of years, the faithful have honed proselytizing strategies and talked people into believing the truth of one holy book or another. Indeed, the
faithful often view converting others as an obligation of their faith—and are trained from an early age to spread their unique brand of religion. The result is
a world broken in large part by unquestioned faith. As an urgently needed counter to this tried-and-true tradition of religious evangelism, A Manual for
Creating Atheists offers the first-ever guide not for talking people into faith—but for talking them out of it. Peter Boghossian draws on the tools he has
developed and used for more than 20 years as a philosopher and educator to teach how to engage the faithful in conversations that will help them value
reason and rationality, cast doubt on their religious beliefs, mistrust their faith, abandon superstition and irrationality, and ultimately embrace reason.

Appleton's Annual Cyclop

dia and Register of Important Events of the Year

The Tablet
The Meaning of Belief
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What I Believe
Catalogue of the General Assembly Library of New Zealand
The international Catholic weekly.

Appletons' Annual Cyclopaedia and Register of Important Events
Christian Instincts and Modern Doubt
Typical Modern Conceptions of God, Or, The Absolute of German Romantic Idealism and of English Evolutionary Agnosticism
The Christian Union
Anthony Kenny is one of the leading philosophers of the post war years. In this brilliant new book, Kenny writes honestly about his own struggles with
belief, and how he now sees himself as neither a theist or an atheist. His intellectual honesty will touch the hearts and minds of countless people. Kenny
prowls at the frontiers of theology and philosophy and so commands interest from a very wide spectrum of readers - those who believe and those who find it
hard to do so. In this respect his position is unique. Profoundly influenced by Wittgenstein, he has also written important books on St Thomas Aquinas and
Descartes.

Typical Modern Conceptions of God
John Henry Newman (1801-1890) has always inspired devotion. Newman has made disciples as leader of the Catholic revival in the Church of England, an
inspiration to fellow converts to Roman Catholicism, a nationally admired preacher and prose-writer, and an internationally recognized saint of the
Catholic Church. Nevertheless, he has also provoked criticism. The church authorities, both Anglican and Catholic, were often troubled by his words and
deeds, and scholars have disputed his arguments and his honesty. Written by a range of international experts, The Oxford Handbook of John Henry
Newman shows how Newman remains important to the fields of education, history, literature, philosophy, and theology. Divided into four parts, part one
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grounds Newman's works in the places, cultures, and networks of relationships in which he lived. Part two looks at the thinkers who shaped his own thought,
while the third part engages critically and appreciatively with themes in his writings. Part four examines how those themes have shaped conversations in the
churches and the academy. This Handbook will serve as an important resource to critical and appreciative exploration of the person, writings, controversies,
and legacy of Newman.

Natural Religion
A Manual for Creating Atheists
Kenny, a philosopher by profession, struggles with the intellectual problems of theism and the possibility of believing in god, especially in an intellectual
climate dominated by Logical Positivism. Here he revisits the Five Ways of Aquinas and argues that they are not so much proofs as definitions of God. He is
also in constant dialogue with Wittgenstein for, Kenny writes, no man in recent years has surpassed him in devotion of sharp intelligence to the demarcation
of the boundary between sense and nonsense.

The Agnostic Gospel
Appletons' Annual Cyclop

dia and Register of Important Events of the Year

A Dictionary of Philosophy of Religion is an indispensable resource for students and scholars. Covering historical and contemporary figures, arguments, and
terms, it offers an overview of the vital themes that make philosophy of religion the growing, vigorous field that it is today. It covers world religions and
sources from east and west. Entries have been crafted for clarity, succinctness, and engagement. This second edition includes new entries, extended coverage
of non-Christian topics, as well as revisions and updates throughout. The first edition was named a Choice Outstanding Academic Title of the Year.
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